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Billboard-Charting Dance/Pop Diva Prepares To Supercharge The Dance Scene With New Music Video 
 

Kwanza Jones Returns with the Air of a 21st Century Cleopatra Encircled By Her Own Gladiator Men in the 
Video for Her New Dance Single, “Supercharged” 

 
(November 20, 2012 - Los Angeles, CA) Following the November 6th 
release of the explosive title track, “SUPERCHARGED”, Innovation 
Entertainment has released an equally vibrant video for the third single 
from two-time Billboard charting Dance/Pop artist, Kwanza Jones. This 
track, along with her previous singles, “Think Again” and “Time To Go”, 
will appear on the SUPERCHARGED LP. 
 
“SUPERCHARGED” opens with an audacious declaration from Jones 
announcing, “I’m a gladiator in a thong”. The track continues as a 
powerful proclamation of the Dance diva’s tenacity and desire to 
empower (or SUPERCHARGE) listeners. The cover art for the single was 
recently chosen by fans via the Kwanza Jones Facebook page and 
features fashion by Filipino designer, Furne One of Amato Haute 
Couture. His designs have been worn by Jennifer Lopez, Katy Perry, and 
were most recently featured on the finale episode of America’s Next Top Model: College Edition. 
 
Directed by Keith Rouster and Kwanza Jones, and produced by Chris Upton and Michael Whittle, 
“SUPERCHARGED” features imagery as vivid and bold as the track 
itself. Kwanza Jones, in colorful, edgy couture, is giving an 
electrifying and regal performance on camera amidst a gang of 
handsome, gladiator men. In contrast to her last video, “Time To 
Go”, Kwanza Jones and her creative team, The Kwanza Kollective, 
decided, “to make a strong statement by being fearlessly fun and 
refined, yet revealing.” 
 
Click here to watch the “SUPERCHARGED” music video. 
 
About Kwanza Jones: 
 
Kwanza Jones established her dance-pop credentials in 2011 with 
her Billboard charting hit, Think Again. This song signaled the Supercharged sound for Jones, who is known for her 
never-ending energy, non-stop curves, and outspoken nature. Her music videos have been seen on MTV.com, 
MTV Latin America, VH1.com, BET/Centric,Yahoo Music, Huffington Post, Examiner, and the Google-endorsed 
DanceOn YouTube Channel, to name a few. Admired for delivering imagery as edgy and colorful as her song lyrics, 
Kwanza Jones truly stands out as a Supercharged force in Dance/Pop music. 
 
For more information on Kwanza Jones, please visit www.KwanzaJones.com. 
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